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EDITORIAL COMMENT
A TIME OF CHANGE
Major (Retired)
David Haas, CD, rmc

This edition has become something of a memorial issue. The past couple of years have seen many
deaths in the regimental family. The Fortyniner is
about the regiment, and the obituaries in this issue
of men who served in the regiment help tell its
story.
The Second World War veteran base of our
regimental association has been drastically thinning.
This is inevitable, a given of the human condition.
But at the personal level it is hard to watch. One
who departed was "Big Jim" Stone, the last surviving commanding officer from the Second World
War active service unit. Another veteran whose
death was keenly felt was Mel McPhee, a stalwart
volunteer at the museum. We also saw the death of
Bernie Stanton, the first commanding officer after
the war whose career had been entirely in the postwar militia. While the magazine was nearing publication news came of the death of John Dougan,
whose distinguished Second World War career saw
him twice awarded the Military Cross.
The thinning of the ranks due to age is bringing
on the dissolution of the B.C. Branch of the Association. For a number of years Edmonton Branch
President Bruce Zawalsky and I had been going out
to Victoria for their annual get together. After 2004
there have been no calls, and B.C. Branch President Doug Rogers has since confirmed that continuation of the branch is not feasible given the age
and health of those still surviving.
That highlights the question of what the future
has in store for the main branch of the regimental
association. The organization began operating late
in the First World War, based on veterans who had

returned to Edmonton prior to the end of hostilities. That wartime veteran pattern prevailed for
decades, "topping up" with new veterans from the
Second World War. In recent years members of the
serving unit become the core of the association, but
the record for retention of former serving members
from the militia is not good.
There have also been deaths within the serving
unit. Two were health matters. Arnold Pohl had
been but a short time with the regiment, and succumbed unexpectedly to a heart attack. Long term
member Les Wharton had to suffer through a long
illness before his demise. Then recently we had the
brutal news of Ray Arndt becoming the regiment's
first operational death since the final days of the
Second World War.
Ray's death highlights another change affecting
us. Canada's involvement in Afghanistan began in
the wake of the 911 attacks against the U.S.A.
Soon Canada had ground troops inside the country.
Casualties were light for the next four years, including a famous incident involving friendly fire. Then
starting in late 2005 the pace of hostile action
picked up, and deaths began to increase.
The Canadian military has handled the Afghanistan commitment in the same manner it approached operations in the former Yugoslavia regular force units are rotated in and out, with reservists on Class C contracts gradually playing an
increasing role. Whether this will represent the way
of the future if the Afghanistan mission continues is
a difficult question, but recent pronouncements
from Ottawa suggest that pattern will continue for a
while and fresh rotations are in training.
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The new badge of The Duke of Lancaster's
Regiment prominently features the historic
Red Rose of Lancaster, as did the previous
badge of The Queen's Lancashire Regiment.

ALLIED REGIMENT DISAPPEARS IN MERG
The last couple of years were difficult for The
Queen's Lancashire Regiment,
In May 2004 a British newspaper published allegations that troops from the unit had indulged in
abuse of Iraqi prisoners. The story was supported
by photographs. Experts from the regiment were
able to demonstrate conclusively that the photographs were fakes. The incautious editor who ran
the story was fired. It is an unfortunate reality that
some British troops have not behaved properly in
Iraq. The Lanes however were the victims of a
scoundrel who concocted a scurrilous fraud, and
an overly eager journalist who prioritized publishing sensation ahead of verifying truth. It was good
to see the Lanes demolish this despicable slur; it
was unforgivable that they were put to the effort.
As 2004 drew to a close came further unwelcome news. The Queen's Lancashire Regiment was
headed for the historical scrap heap in consequence of a new round of amalgamations to reduce
the strength of the British army. The amalgamation affecting our alliance saw three single regular
battalion regiments, The Queen's Lancashire Regiment, The King's Ozvn Royal Border Regiment, and
The King's Regiment, and some reserve companies,
merge on July 1, 2006, to form a two regular, one
reserve, battalion regiment called The Dtike of Lancaster's Regiment (King's, Lancashire and Border),
Our association with the Lanes goes back to
1933, when an alliance was formed with The Loyal
Regiment (North Lancashire). The Loyals were
themselves the product of the first great round of
British army amalgamations, the Cardwell Reforms of 1881, which amongst other groupings
joined the 47th and 81st Regiments of Foot to form
The Loya! Regiment (North Lancashire). The old

47th had a strong Canadian connection, for they
had fought both in the taking of Louisbourg and
on the Plains of Abraham. Their exemplary conduct before the walls of Quebec earned them the
sobriquet "Wolfe's Own". The pattern of the
Cardwell reforms was to merge two single battalion
regiments into single regiments of two battalions.
At the time of amalgamation the 47th had carried
the name "Lancashire" in its full title for a century;
the 81st had used the term "Loyal" in its full title
for nearly as long. These two elements were carried on in naming the new regiment.
In view of a myth which still keeps appearing
in print and on the internet, it is worth pointing
out that the addition of the term "Loyal " to our
own name has nothing to do with steadfastness in
battle. The Regiment had not yet seen battle in the
Second World War when the name was changed
in 1943. The alteration was intended to reflect the
1933 alliance between The Loyal Regiment (North
Lancashire) and 1st Battalion, The Edmonton Regiment as we were at the time of the alliance. Our
Regimental Museum contains a silver mess menu
card holder, presented by The Loyal Regiment in
1933 to mark the alliance. The Loyals continued
as a two battalion regiment until 1949, when it
was cut back to a single unit. Then in 1970 a new
amalgamation rolled them into The Queen's Lancashire Regiment.
For thirty-five years we have enjoyed cordial
relations with the Lanes. We sincerely hope this
affable connection will continue with their successors. The Duke of Lancaster's Regiment is already
listing us as an affiliated regiment in its magazine
The Kingsman.
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THE PIPE BAND
PROGRESS IN THE FACE OF ADVERSITY
Over the past couple of years the 49th Battalion Pipes & Drums has been moving forward
and becoming an accepted part of the regimental scene as well as gaining recognition in the
Edmonton piping community.
Starting a new pipe band is a chicken and
egg proposition. Much money is required for
uniforms and instruments. But until the band
has uniforms and instruments for performances,
it has trouble getting the money needed to acquire them. A major breakthrough occurred in
August 2004 when the band's support entity,
The Blac?< Hackle Foundation, was successful in
its bid for a Community Initiatives Program
grant from the Alberta Lottery Fund. Part of
the grant was outright, a starting up handout.
Another part required the band to raise matching funds. This proved no difficulty, helped in
good measure by the generosity of Honourary
Colonel Sandy Mactaggart, who offered to
match any money brought in to meet this requirement.
With the CIP funding, the band was able to
order kilts, tunics, and some of the other paraphernalia needed to outfit the players. The first
performance in uniform was playing for a private function at the Jefferson Armoury combined messes on October 1, 2004, with just
four pipers. A week later the piping quartet
played its inaugural regimental performance at
the annual dinner of the regimental association.
A busy year followed with a number of engagements. The highlight was a cold, blustery
day in April when the band played for a dual
ceremony at St. Paul to re-dedicate the cenotaph there and mark the official opening of the
new Royal Canadian Legion hall.

Honourary Lieutenant Colonel Mactaggart (as he then was)
presented drinks to the band's original four pipers after
their inaugural regimental performance at the association
dinner in 2004.

Marching through the streets of St. Paul on a cold spring
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The band shut down for the summer of
2005, as most of the members were dispersed
throughout the military for summer training
or other employment. During the summer
The BIacl< Hacf<le Foundation learned that it
had been successful in its second bid for a
Community Initiatives Program grant, but
this time the entire amount was on a matching funds basis.
Unfortunately, while the fall playing season opened with a full size band it was also
with the knowledge that this state of affairs
would not last long, A number of members
would soon be departing for training for the
Afghanistan deployment, and then proceeding overseas. Luckily a number of new members were coming along nicely in playing abil-

Shane Nedohin learned his piping with the band.
Here, having piped in the Lieutenant Governor at
the Aviation Hall of Fame banquet in 2005, he is
given a drink in thanks. On Shane's right is former unit officer Jack Boddington.

The band's Single Malt Scotch Night, shown here at the
Prince of Wales Armouries in 2005, has become an important annual fundraising event.

On Remembrance Day 2005 the band passed the helmet for
collections at several local establishments, commencing
with the SAMIES (Old Bastards) club in the old Sergeants'
Mess in the Prince of Wales Armouries.
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service for Colonel Sone. The Brand's old
uniforms were well received by the audiei
Later the two piped during the ceremony,

ity, and the band was able to meet commitments for
engagements. One event was highly symbolic of the
acceptance the band is gaining - pipers Lance
McFadzen and Shane Nedohin led in the hundred
member Honour Guard of mixed regulars and reservists at the official military memorial service for Colonel Stone in December 2005.
As the Afghanistan deployment drew to a close
came the tragic news of the death of Ray Arndt, who
had been a pivotal member of the band's drum section. Ashley Van Leeuwen,, a prospective piper, was
injured in the same accident. Piper Shane Nedohin,
himself returned from Afghanistan, had the sad honour of piping at Ray's funeral.
Future directions for the band include augmenting the pre-Second World War style tunics
with crossbelts and gaiters, then eventually moving
towards a full ceremonial uniform involving doublets
and plaids. On the organizational side, it is anticipated that the band will soon be taking over many of
the organizational tasks presently performed for it by
The Black Hackle Foundation, as the band progresses
towards being a fully self supporting and administering entity.

On St. Patrick's Day 2006 the band entertained revelers
in a Sherwood Park establishment, part of another
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THE REGIMENTAL BAND
VARIED ACTIVITY IN SUPPORT
OF THE REGIMENT

The band
marched
through
downtown
Edmonton as
part of a festival
in the city's
central area in
August 2004

At the end of 2004
the band
participated in the
Ortona service at
All Saints Anglican
Cathedral, with the
drummers
stacking drums at
the front of the
church.
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CHANGE OF RSM
MIKE BLUDD TAKES OVER
FROM KlETH MUNDORF

The important role of a Regimental Sergeant Major in an infantry battalion was implicitly recognized on March 13, 2004, with a parade marking the change in appointment for The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment from Chief Warrant Officer Kieth Mundorf to Chief Warrant Officer Michael Bludd.
The new RSM reflects a trend increasingly seen in the militia - a soldier whose entry into military
service begins as a reservist, then spends a career in the regular force, then plays that experience back

Old and new: outgoing RSM Kieth Mundorf, left, and incoming RSM Mike ^rr- .. ^ @
j.
@Bludd, centre, report to Commanding Officer Lieutenant Colonel Paul Bury. umcer to me various cadet
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GRIESBACH STATUE UNVEILED

REGIMENTAL FOUNDER HONOURED AT
SITE BEARING His NAME

Sculptor Don Begg and wife Shirley pose in front of
Don's just unveiled statue of Major General William
Antrobus Griesbach.

On a bitterly cold 12 September 2005 an impressive equestrian statue of regimental founder
Major-General William Griesbach was unveiled in
north Edmonton at the former military site bearing
his name. What was originally known as Griesbach
Barracks came into being in the early 1950s as part
of the army expansion during the Cold War. Later
it became the Griesbach site of C.F.B. Edmonton,
and in that capacity was home to the regiment from
1978 to 2000. With the military vacating at the
end of the millennium, the property was turned
over to the Canada Lands Company, a Crown corporation, for redevelopment as civilian housing.
Canada Lands made the decision to continue the
founder's name at the location, now calling it the
Village At Griesl?acli. More importantly, it was decided that the military heritage of the site should
continue to be reflected in place and street names,
and also by erecting appropriate monuments. One,
unveiled in 2004, was a statue of Janet Griesbach,
the founder's wife, along with the regimental coyote mascot Lestock. The decision to subsequently
install a full equestrian statue of Billy Griesbach
himself is one of the major regimental themes reflected in the Village.
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum was closely involved in developing the equestrian statue The museum was contacted early in
the development process by Shirley Begg, assembling details on Griesbach to assist her sculptor
husband Don Begg. Don is a highly experienced
and well regarded sculptor who operates the New
West Foundry in Co chrane, west of Calgary. Don's
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previous work includes a well known statue of
P.P.C.L.I. founder A. Hamilton Gault.
The first step was fixing a point of time
to portray Edmonton's most distinguished soldier. It was quickly agreed that as the First
World War was the high spot of his military
involvement, a good point to depict him
within that conflict was early 1917, just after
Griesbach's promotion to Brigadier-General.
There was general approval of the idea of an
equestrian statue, entirely appropriate given
Billy's background in the 2nd Canadian
Mounted Rifles and 19th Alberta Dragoons,
apart from the fact that as a General Officer
he would be mounted on appropriate occasions.
The museum supplied the Beggs with
photographs of Griesbach and explained insignia details. The meticulous approach the
Beggs took was impressive. They even wanted
to know what buttons he would have worn.
Blowing up one portrait of the newly minted
Brigadier General disclosed that Billy was still
wearing 49th Battalion buttons on his tunic
even though by then Griesbach was a General
Officer. Then the Beggs asked to borrow actual buttons so they would get the shape and
design exactly right for reproducing them in
larger scale for the statue.
Three months before the unveiling the
museum curator dropped in to the Beggs'
foundry in Cochrane, west of Calgary. As the
Beggs were curious about some details of Sam
Brown belts the curator, who had worn one as
a young officer in the 1960s, took an example
along. He was asked to put it on so photographs could be taken. As the curator was
dropping by during a long vacation drive, he
happened to be wearing a Tilley bush jacket
and shorts. He ended up looking like something out of an old colonial police force. The

Two months before the unveiling, museum curator David
Haas watches sculptor Don Begg attend to a detail on the
Sam Browne belt on the initial clay version of the statue.

The multi-unit honour guard listens to one of the speeches
which preceded the unveiling of the statue, seen covered in
the background.
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The dramatic moment - the crowd watches as the statue's cover is pulled
off.

Following the ceremony, the guard retires.
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Beggs were also curious about
how the military knotted ties.
The curator demonstrated the
two common knots, and once
again was photographed for reference as needed.
The Beggs gave the curator a
complete tour of their foundry.
It was quite an experience. Seeing sculptures in elegant showroom displays gives no idea of
the muck, grime, and blast furnace heat that go into producing
them. A big equestrian statue
like Griesbach's - one and a
third times life size - needs a
major industrial bay with scaffolding.
In preparing the statue, Don
Begg, who as it happens grew up
on a ranch and is skilled with
horses, looked into a legend that
there is a sort of code involving
military equestrian statues
whereby if the horse has both
front feet off the ground the
rider died in battle, and one foot
only the rider was wounded.
Don found nothing supporting
the account. Billy's horse has
one foot raised.
The regiment can well appreciate the excellent depiction of
its founder which Don Begg has
prepared, while thanking also
Canada Lands Company for its
decision to commission this fine
work of art as a richly deserved
tribute to one of Canada's finest
soldiers.
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"Train hard, fight easy " said the great Russian soldier
Marshal Siivarov. Here. is an instance of how to train
hard in modern times. Vince was not heard complaining about rain and wet on his next foreign excursion,
Afghanistan.

TRAINING HARD AT FORT LEWIS
IF IT AIN'T RAINING, You AIN'T TRAINING!
BY SERGEANT VINCENT MOROZ
In March 2004 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment conducted a patrolling exercise in Fort Lewis, Washington, U.S.A., with other members of 41 CBG. We had been to Fort Lewis before, having conducted
FIBUA training there with 39 CBG in previous years. This time, it was just 41 CBG.
Travel to Fort Lewis was to take place in two groups, the bus group and the flight group. As we later
found out, it was better to take the plane, for while the bus group left earlier than those flying on the plane
and so got an extra two-day's pay, apparently nobody in planning had thought a toilet was a required item
on a bus trip over 14 hours, and so rented the cheapest bus possible. I had been fortunate to be on the

Green CADPAT uniforms work well in Fort Lewis's Pacific rain forest.
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flight, which was a charter from Westjet, and had a potty.
As we waited for our chartered plane to arrive at the Edmonton International Airport, many of us
mused as to why we would travel all the way to Fort Lewis just to conduct patrolling operations. Couldn't
this be done here in Canada at a lower cost? So while many of the younger troops were undoubtedly looking forward to their first visit to Fort Lewis and the land of the big PX, others of us were shrugging our
shoulders and shaking our heads at how the army spends their money. Little did we know at the time.
Our charter landed at McChord Air Force Base and we moved from plane to bus for the short trip to
Fort Lewis training area. Both travel groups RV'd in Fort Lewis, with the bus group having the last laugh in
that they had had plenty of sleep. We disembarked into the rain and began to sort ourselves out. While the
Eddies began to issue weapons and other mission-essential kit immediately, it turned out that the Calgary
Highlanders had forgotten their rifles on their airplane - they had to correct this before they could continue.
Finally, at about 0545, moments before reveille, the Eddies had our weapons, radios, missionessential kit, MILES gear calibrated, and were ready to go patrolling. The drizzle had stopped and it looked
like it was going to be another glorious day in the army. The Cal Highs had opted for sleep instead of prep,
so they were just starting to get ready for the day.
We tied into breakfast which was American MREs - Meals Ready to Eat. Many of us thought they
were pretty good and had a few neat things that we didn't see in our own rations such as an instant milkshake and this incredible lemon-poppyseed loaf that was a big favourite with those who got one.
The plan behind the exercise was that we insert by Chinook in platoon-sized groups, with engineers
attached, patrol a few kilometres through the local terrain, and conduct a platoon raid during the daylight
hours. The next day would be a company-sized attack. I was the platoon 2 i/c for one of the patrols and was
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The patrol hide.
gpikes all over them. Needless to
say we gave those things a wide berth.
The terrain in Wainwright where we usually train is fairly flat but does have some nasty underbrush
in places that can make movement on foot difficult. There is also a preponderance of our own wild roses
in Wainwright that you usually have to pick out of various body parts post-EX. But in Fort Lewis, it is a
Pacific rain-forest, complete with all manner of lush vegetation and ferns and large old trees. While Wainwright is dry, Fort Lewis is wet. There are also a large number of those big old trees lying on the ground as
dead-fall, often a few feet above the ground. OK, so different, but no big deal, right?
Wrong! After the first 200 metres of patrolling, we found out how different it was going to be. Not
only were we subjected to entirely different weather than is normal for Alberta in March (in previous
years the Eddies have conducted operations in -45C in Wainwright in March), but we spent most of our
time climbing either over or under the deadfall. By the end of 500 metres I had more bruises on my body
than I'd ever had in training before, gained mainly from smacking into the many knots and broken
branches while climbing over and under said deadfall.
The next thing we found is that the bush is so dense and so tall that navigation was a much slower
operation. Landmarks were impossible to see in the distance, and you had to be right up on high features
to see them as well. From the back of the platoon where I was, I could scarcely see 2 or 3 soldiers ahead
of me as we moved along in single file. I also noted that our new CADPAT uniforms worked well in this
environment, blending in perfectly with the colours of the forest.
As the afternoon wore on, it was clear that we were behind schedule and not making the kind of
time we were used to. The troops were tired from being up all night and humping over this obstaclecourse-like terrain, and we were out of radio contact with everyone including the other patrols. This was
turning out to be a great EX.
Our platoon eventually laid up and sent out a recce det to find our objective and give us eyes-on.
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MCpl Trudel led the recce element, and once they left us they were out of radio contact until we met up
with them at the objective. As we were unable to contact our recce party, we pushed on with the patrol,
crossing a very busy two-lane paved road (one we were to look for again later) before descending into a
very wet other side.
As we found our ORV, quickly setup our defence, and prepared for the raid, it was almost dark and
we were well behind schedule. The assault and support teams moved out and I took up a position at the
Release Point with a C9 gunner and waited. From the RP we could hear the attack go in, and it seemed
to go on for quite some time. Apparently the darkness added to the problems of finding and destroying
the enemy position. After the battle, but unknown to us remaining at the RP/ORV, there was an After
Action Review that took place, allowing all parties to give input to how they thought the attack had gone.
These AARs are useful in helping all ranks consider objectively and without blame how a given training
event unfolded, with the idea being that we can all learn from our mistakes. Eventually, the platoon and
recce group returned and we set out for the company hide.
It was on this last leg of our day's march that we learned an important lesson. The individuals responsible for navigating seemed to be using their GPS for more than spot checking our location. While
we crossed and re-crossed a paved track that was thought to be the main supply route we'd crossed earlier
in the day, it proved that the real MSR was about 400 metres off to our right, and still full of traffic.
We'd been marching in circles for about 45 minutes. This was sorted out with help from a map and compass and off we went to the company hide and a grateful few hours of sleep before morning - unless you
were on the recce party for the attack that went in the next morning.
After the obligatory morning attack, we went back to our original positions from Friday night and
packed up in preparation to return to Canada. All groups moved in turn through the showers in camp,
with of course the infantry last in line. In fact, another unit had run off to the showers without finishing
their jobs, and their chain of command came to us to move their vehicles. Then it was a couple of hours
at the PX and mall on base for shopping and lunch, and back to McChord to embark. After a bit of an
over-zealous kit check by the traffic techs, who were certain that we could not take sealed MREs home if
they had the chemical heaters in them, we loaded our kit on the plane and took off for home. From shirtsleeves back to jackets as we returned home to our snowy city.
What lessons did we learn? Here are a few I believe are worth relating:
1.

Never let your weapons stay on the airplane if you are getting off it.

2.

It is always useful to conduct operations on unfamiliar ground to familiarize your soldiers with the problems faced on different terrain, like
navigation, movement and how to dress for the environment.

3.

A GPS is a global positioning confirmation tool. There is no replacement for a map and a compass.
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ITALY RE-VISITED

SOLDIERS FROM TODAY'S UNIT VISIT
SITES OF REGIMENT'S HISTORIC BATTLE
BY MASTER CORPORAL BRENDAN YUILL
From 27 August to 3 September
2005 a group of about forty people consisting of serving members of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment and a smattering of people from other Albe-rta-based units visited
Italy for a battlefield tour, coinciding with
the Year of the Veteran and the 60th anniversary of the end of the Second World
War. The purpose of the trip, according to
our commanding officer Lt.-Col. Bury, was
to get in touch with our regimental history
in a manner that would apply directly to
our current training and upcoming operations. Given the fact that much of what we
could face in upcoming operations will be
in an urban environment, Ortona was to
be the centerpiece of the tour.
For many of us getting to Italy involved an eight-hour layover in Frankfurt,
which wasn't all that bad because European Union immigration rules allowed us
out of the airport into the city proper. It
was a Sunday so most of the stores were
closed but the cafes were open so we got to
sample some of the local Pilsner, and as an
added bonus some of the members of our
Regimental Dragon Boat team stumbled
onto the Frankfurt dragon boat festival and
got to enjoy that as well. The architecture
in Frankfurt is beautiful, having been restored under the post-war Marshall plan
after its "liberation from National Social-

For some, an initial stop in Frankfurt allowed a view of the new
Germany, including Euro signs fronting modern architecture, and
dragon boat festivals.
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was also destroyed
you can pretty much see everything going on in the town from the heights, and the Indian and New Zealand divisions paid a high cost fighting through the town and trying to take the mountain. We took in a
multimedia museum exhibit chronicling the battle from the Italian perspective, which stems from being
caught in the middle of a huge battle rather than as one of the combatants. We also were able to visit the
Commonwealth and German cemeteries, and for some,the Polish cemetery as well. The Commonwealth
cemetery is not only the final resting place for those who fell during the attacks on Monte Cassino from
January to May of 1944 but also for is where those who fell during the Hitler Line offensive. It was a very
subdued group who left Cassino that evening. That night saw us comfortably set up in the beautiful seaside
Mara Hotel, a short drive from the northern outskirts of Ortona.
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That evening, we had a chance to explore Ortona on our own and enjoy the nightly promenade that
seems to characterize Italy in the summer. The food, wine, cappuccino, and espresso were absolutely outstanding. A few of our tour members missed the last bus to the hotel, resulting In a Lord of the Rings
type odyssey featuring a number of short-duration but largely ineffective actions up and down hills and
. across an aqueduct that will be forever known as the Pursuit to the Mara Hotel, to be henceforth annually commemorated on our Regimental calendar each August 31 as St. Denney's Day. I'm sure the Ser-
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geants' Mess has already been booked in
perpetuity.
Wednesday was spent in summer
dress, starting with a brief memorial service at the Moro River cemetery, about 4
km south of Ortona. Those Canadians
and others who fell in the battles in and
around Ortona in the winter of 1943/44
are buried there. The Moro River and
Cassino cemeteries are immaculately
tended, and we asked Angela to pass on
our thanks to the caretakers when we left.
With copies of Zuehlke's Ortona as a reference, we stopped at Stirlin Castle, the
site where the Royal Canadian Regiment
A plaque commemorates the gallantry of Captain Paul Triquet of
fought a desperate battle against fierce
the Van Doos.
German counterattacks, followed by a
walk-about of the Moro River valley, a brief look at the Gully and an excellent lunch at San Leonardo.
We then proceeded to Ortona, debussing where the Regiment first gained a lodgement into the city at
Johnston's House for a walk-through of the battle following the Regiment's line of advance, which was a
left hook through the narrow side streets of the city. It is easy to see why the advance was so difficult as in
many areas the streets were less than half the width of a basketball court. Battle damage is still evident,
especially on the sides of buildings that do not face a main street. At the conclusion of our walk-through
of Ortona, we returned to our hotel and that night had a terrific dinner where we sampled the food and
wine grown at a working farm.
Thursday saw us at Casa Berardi, where we were talked through the famous battle where Captain
Paul Triquet of the Royal 22e Regiment (the Van Doos) won a Victoria Cross by none other than an eyewitness to the battle and hereditary owner of the property, Colonel Lanfranco Berardi. We wandered
around the area for a couple of hours and got a real appreciation for how formidable the Gully was for our
forbears to face. Simply reading about it gives it no justice. The Gully is a geographical oddity, which
though probably did not show up on the notoriously inaccurate wartime maps, would remind many Edmontonians of Whitemud Creek. It is a classic reverse-slope position where the German side was lower
than the Allied side, which rendered the barrages of largely flat-trajectory artillery largely ineffective, exposed the attacking Canadians as they launched their attacks while the defending Pan^ergrenadiere and
Fallschirmj'dger were able to fire through the thin top armour of supporting tanks as they tried to descend
into the bottom of the valley. I and others are amazed and proud of our forbears breaking this line, as it
would be a difficult nut to crack even with the three to one advantage mandated by today's doctrine and
our technological advances. It should also be noted that the road along the south side of the valley that
served as the start line on so many of the costly attacks during the battle for The Gully has additional historical value; Hannibal and his elephants traveled along it in 518 BC. We also saw the Cider Crossroads,
one of the 1st Canadian Division's objectives in that winter and after another sumptuous Italian lunch
proceeded onto Rome. Having walked through so many battle sites in a short time led to many discus21
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shopping, and for a ^ ^gy pg^ ^ ^g ygg,^ y,gg 3^ attendance at the Moro River Cemetery to honour the
A key part of the visit was an attendance at the Moro River Cemetery to honour the
select few of us some Regiment's
dead indead
the in
Battle
of Ortona.
HereHere
MWO
Mike
Bludd
andand
WO
Bruce
Regiment's
the Battle
of Ortona.
MWO
Mike
Bludd
WO
Bruce
delightful chitchat Zawalsky
Zawalsky
stand bystand
the grave
by the of
grave
Lieutenant
of Lieutenant
E.B. "Bunny"
E.B. "Bunny"
Alien,
Alien,
whowho
commanded
commanded
thethe
with some ambassa- platoonplatoon
wiped wiped
out when
out when
the mined
the mined
househouse
was detonated.
was detonated.
dors of goodwill (so to
speak) from the local Hells Angels chapter. Yes, they're everywhere now. My impression of Rome is that
there is history everywhere, and apparently pickpockets too. Judging from the sculpture there must have
been a time in the history of this great city where political debates, deep thinking, reading, and sword
brandishing was performed entirely in the nude.
It was a sad and slightly hung over group that ended up at Da Vinci airport on Saturday morning
for the trip back home. While we waited to board our flight to Canada, WO Deegan kept us entertained
by using his Italian/English dictionary to find the Italian equivalents for many of the terms heard in Canadian Army training establishments to criticize recruits and cajole better results out of them. One never
knows, that could come in handy someday. Air Canada was outstanding in that they managed not to lose
any more of our luggage and also showed the exact same in-flight movies we saw crossing the Atlantic in
the other direction not seven days before. Why they've been under bankruptcy protection for so much of
the last decade is a complete mystery.
Anyhow, we were very glad to get home and we started the training year with a cadre of NCOs and
officers that were even more aware of our regimental history, identity, and traditions than at any other
time in over a decade. We are also in awe of the accomplishments of our veterans and will never forget
their sacrifice and that of those who rest in the Moro River, Cassino, and other cemeteries or who have
no known grave at all. We will work to preserve our Regiment and educate our newcomers as well.
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EDMONTON BRANCH
2004 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
& LUNCHEON
THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
Held in the Jefferson Armoury on Saturday, October 16, 2004

The attendance list was circulated.
Bruce Zawalsky brought the meeting to order at
1416 hrs.
All stood for a moment of silence to remember
fallen comrades.

PREVIOUS YEAR'S MINUTES
1. Last year's Minutes were read by the secretary.
Acceptance was moved by Lem Mundorf and
seconded by Brendan Yuill. Carried.

As usual, the Kit Shop was open for the meeting. Here
Mike Bludd makes a sale to Bernie Stanton.

NEW BUSINESS
2. Bursaries: Bruce Zawalsky reported that we gave out seven bursaries last year for a total of
$3500.00. The money went to five serving members and two children of members of the regimental
family. We are looking forward to supporting five successful applicants this year. We are proud to be able
to support the education of our young people.
3. Financial Report: Rob dark, our 2003/2004 treasurer, resigned because of a move. We are very
pleased to see Ray Arndt let his name stand for treasurer for next year. Due to the recent move by Rob
Clarke, the financial statement is not completed and therefore not available at this time. Bruce reported
that all is well with regards to our financial situation.
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in Alberta's 2005 Anniversary Celebration and a The new Treasurer,
TheRay
newArndt,
Treasurer,
takesRay
up his
Arndt,
newtakes
dutit up his new duties
Church Parade in honour of Ortona. The future of bv "^""'"S the sash
by desk
manning
at thethe
start
cash
of desk
the annual
at the start of the annual
dinner.
the regiment is bright indeed and is in the forefront
of both domestic and international operations.
5. The Fortyniner Report: David Haas reported that the next magazine will be out soon. We are in
need of more articles. Please include pictures if possible.
6. Museum Report: Lee Ahlstrom thanked all of the volunteers for their help and especially Tom
Reaume for being in charge of the bingos. More volunteers are needed to help the museum. He
volunteered to help anybody interested in including museum support in their will. Please think of the

T-@ -i , . @ ...j.r' , r>r^ ^ Prior to dinner, regimental veterans and their ladies
David are planning to attend this year s BC meeting congregate in the Officers' Mess lounge.
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Arndt as treasurer. As there were no Heads are bowed as grace is said before the meal.
other nominations, nominations
ceased. Bruce declared the new executive as nominated. Carried.
^2. Emblazoned Drums: The newly emblazoned drums will be displayed e at the dinner tonight.
13- Pipe Band: David Haas gave a report on the start of the Pipe Band. They received a Community
Initiatives Program grant to start outfitting the Pipe Band. The Pipe Band will entertain at the dinner
tonight. The four pipers will be dressed in the new First World War uniforms.

OLD BUSINESS
14. Benevolent Fund: The fund will be run through
the Regimental Council. Donations to the fund will be
tax deductible. A copy of the information will be with
the CO within the next week.
The meeting was adjourned at 1451 hrs
Respectfully Submitted
Lem Mundorf, Secretary

The annual dinner and dance followed in the evening.
During dinner, Justin Fraser and date pay close
attention to one another.
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EDMONTON BRANCH
2005 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
& LUNCHEON
THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
Held in the Jefferson Armoury on Saturday, October 8, 2005

ireasurer, sj ,,"^eporis:
.Lem A^iunuort
-@
^ . the Minutes of the last
1,^-i-c- -10^
. j Secretary Lem Mundorf
reads
presented the 2003 Financial Statement and meetinca
moved its acceptance, seconded by Brendan
Yuill. Carried. Lem Mundorf presented the 2004 Financial Statement and moved its acceptance,
seconded by Ron Dmetruk. Carried.
MenTbersh|g_RepQrt: There are 300 regular members and 50 associate members.
Commanding Officer's Report: Lieutenant Colonel Bury reported that the training is very good
and that our training is shown in our aggressive leaders. Our participation in oversea rotations and
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urban operations lessons. The November 11 Canada's Deputy
Canada's
PrimeDeputy
Minister
Prime
Anne
Minister
McLellan
Anne
chats
McLellan chats
Day Parade will again be at City Hall. The with Alberta with
cabinet
Alberta
Minister,
Cabinet
and Minister,
Association
andMember
Association Member,
^, . , T..
... , , ,, ^, . Doug Horner prior to the dinner.
Doug Horner prior to the dinner.
Christmas Dinner will be held on December
10. The Ortona Church Parade will happen
on December 18, 2005.
Museum Report: David Haas reported that the museum is getting busier. He gives talks when
requested. We just about had the Kinross Victoria Cross donated to our museum. The family
instead chose to exhibit the VC at The Legislature and other community events. The museum will
be open on Remembrance Day. The museum casino will be held in the second quarter of 2006.
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Serving members
Serving members
of the unit
ofdeposit
the unitthe
deposit
ceremonial
the ceremonial
more can qualify. The Association made g^rd of Major General William Griesbach, while unit
sword of Major General William Griesbach, while unit
$87,000 at our last casino in April. Thanks veteran Maurice
WhiteMaurice
waits toWhite
give the
formal
address
veteran
waits
to give
the formal address
for all of your help raising this money,
depositing the sword
for
the
duration
of
the
dinner.
depositing the sword for
duration of the dinner.
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Dues: A motion was moved by Lem
Mundorf and seconded by John Matthews
that the annual dues be raised to $20 for
2007. Carried.
Revision of Constitution: A Notice of
Motion was brought for revision of our
constitution, to take placed at a Special
General Meeting in the new year. Copies of
the existing constitution and the revisions
will be made available at the museum in
January 2006.
Election of Officers: Kieth Mundorf was
nominated and elected as an executive
officer. Ron Dmetruk and Brougham Deegan
were subsequently appointed to be executive
members.

The ever popular buffet line receives due attention.

Next Annual Meeting and Dinner: RSM Bludd asked that the next Annual Meeting and Dinner
be on the Saturday following Thanksgiving. Those attending agreed as long as it does not conflict
with the Regiment's Training Schedule. The RSM said that he will put it into the plans as soon as
possible.
17. Communications: It was suggested that the
President take the initiative to improve
communications between the Association, the
Regiment, and the Museum by meeting with
RSM Bludd and David Haas.
18. Les Wharton Fund: The meeting was
advised that the Les Wharton Fund is near
$5,000. Thanks were expressed to those who
have contributed.
19. Adjournment: Bruce Zawalsky adjourned
the meeting at 1621 hrs.
Respectfully Submitted
Lem Mundorf, Secretary

Applause for Ray Springsteel, winner of the bottle of
Scotch presented to the oldest member present.

The annual dinner and dance followed in the evening.
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The Editor fondly remembers the Princess Mary Restaurant from his cadet days at Royal Roads Military
College over four decades ago. The elegant dining
facility is an old ship brought ashore. The B.C.
Branch shifted their meeting and luncheon there
because of declining numbers. Regrettably filis decline is resulting in the dissolution of the branch.

B.C. BRANCH
2004 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
& LUNCHEON

in the Princess
wing members and guests attended:
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The Act of Commemoration and Grace by our
Honourary Padre, Kent Rogers, followed.
After the luncheon President Doug Rogers
proposed the Toast to the Queen and asked the
Secretary-Treasurer to summarize the minutes of
the 25th Annual General Meeting since the minutes
reported in The Fortyniner had not yet been distributed
to members.
The Secretary-Treasurer then gave the following
Membership Report and Statement of Finances
which was approved unanimously;

Kent Rogers reads the Act of
Commemoration.

The President then asked John Dougan to propose
the Toast to the Regiment. John prefaced his
remarks by paying tribute to our President and
Secretary-Treasurer and their wives for the AGM
arrangements and the fact that we still have a BC
Branch operation. He also saluted the members
who have loyally supported our Branch over the
years.
David Haas then gave a report on The Fortyniner
magazine and the Museum. He apologized for the
delay in getting out the latest Fortyniner, citing
personal health problems. He outlined the Ortona
Display at the Museum including a discussion of the
opening ceremony on November 8, 2003.
Major John Dougan, MC, speaks while
proposing the Toast to the Regiment.
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David also mentioned the
development of the 49th
Battalion Pipes & Drums,
which is made up entirely
of serving members of the
unit. Despite having no
official status the band is
expected to emerge as the
embodiment of the piping
heritage of the regiment.
Bruce Zawalsky then
brought greetings from the
Edmonton Branch, and
gave an update on the
serving unit. A new RSM
was installed in March;
Mike Bludd is a former
career regular who joined
the reserves after retiring.

Two

of

of the
by

The President then asked
the meeting to accept the
October 22, 2003, AGM
minutes that will appear in
the upcoming issue of The
'Fortyniner. The proposal
was accepted.
The meeting adjourned at
2:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Doug Burns,
Secretary-Treasurer
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10NGS THE EDDIES SANG

TUNE; LILI MARLEEN

When through the mud you drag your weary feet
Underneath your tunic your heart may cease to beat
No matter what becomes of thee
I'll always smile and think with glee
That I am L.O.B. that I am L.O.B.

When you hear the spatter of Schmeissers in the night
Then is when you wonder if your cause is right
No matter how afraid you are
You'll find me at the nearest bar
'Cause I am L.O.B. 'cause I am L.O.B.

When you hear the Minnies moaning loud and clear
Shaking up your insides and landing mighty near
Then is the time I have no fear
As I drink your N.A.A.F.I. beer
When I am L.O.B. when I am L.O.B.

When you meet the Wehrmacht o'er the next canal
I'll drink a toast and wish you luck old pal
When you go into that attack
Just think of me I'm ten miles back
When I am L.O.B. when I am L.O.B.
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ST, JOSEPH HIGH SCHOOL BAND FITTED OUT
FOR MILITARY PERIOD PIECE PERFORMANCE
What do you do when you're a music teacher at Edmonton's venerable St. Joseph High School and want to outfit your band in military
style dress for a period performance as part of that institution's 75th anniversary celebrations? Greg Dewing was having a problem lining this up.
Fortunately he told Art Bergevin, a baking instructor at the school, of his
difficulty. Art knew Edmonton East Member of Parliament Peter
Goldring, a good friend of the museum, and called Peter. The MP's staff
phoned us to discuss the situation, then passed our name to the school.
The museum has a lot of uniforms, and can loan some out provided
the wearers will try to present a reasonably appropriate appearance. Mr.
Dewing made clear this was also something his students wanted. There
were going to be veterans in the audience at the performance, and the
musicians wanted to make sure their performance would be respectful.
Fit and size are invariably the major problem, and as a practical matter it
is difficult to handle things like boots, especially with puttees or gaiters.
Headgear can be a problem where bulkier modern hair styles are involved. In discussions with museum curator David Haas and collections
manager Kathleen Haggarty it was decided that the band would go with
shirts and ties only for uniform, worn with dark trousers.

The St. Joseph High School jazz band performed before an appreciative
audience.

Band conductor Greg Dewing
using an old fashioned
microphone for the performance.

To lend Mr. Dewing an air
of military authority, an army
officer's hat was selected for
him to wear. Kathleen Haggarty went beyond the call of
duty by ironing the shirts to
get them ready for the performance.
The performance took
place on Saturday, May 27,
2006, in the atrium which is
now a central feature at St. Joseph. The show went over very
well, and received coverage
from two Edmonton television
stations.
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MOSTLY MAPLE LEAF
ITS OF

1-11? I

Mil

PA

Many people enjoy crossword puzzles. A popular trend is theme crosswords where many clues relate to a particular topic. On Beyond Zebra supplies custom puzzles to business organizations, clubs, special interest
groups, and individuals. About 35% of the clues In tins one have a military context, mostly Canadian, some
specific to our regiment. The solution will be sent to anyone requesting, and be included in the next issue.

Across

45. Ireland

81. Objective in Air Force motto

I. There was one at Valcartier

46. Commander responsible for 19
across
48. Ambulances head there (abbr.)

83. Int. and MP org.

5. Their founder was a Loyalist
II. They wait and shoot
17. Edmonton's leading soldier
19. Gov't force blunder, 1885
21. Purported Roswell creature

49. Various (abbr.)

86. Element
87. A Fortyniner

50. Use for a bar

89. Little bit

51. Showing sound judgment

90. Big gun
54. With 97 down, bugle call at mili92. Former NHL division

22. The "odiferous" Lee Enfield (abbr.) tarv funeral
23. Repository of truth, duty, and valour
24. Bird sound

85. Troops do it and ride on one

56. Large caliber machine gun (abbr.)
59. Britain's gunners (abbr.)

25. Basic rank for seaman

60. Frequent peacekeeping organization

27. Island (Sp.)

61. Common Market successor (abbr.)

28. Epic street fight

62. 365 days (abbr.).

30. Near Camp Borden

63. Found in a Belgian internet address

31. Parliamentary law

65. Surgeons work there (abbr.)

33, Derogatory remark

66. Military commands

35. First month (Sp.)

69. 49th Battalion VC

37. Bad place to be hauled

72. A mil is a unit of angular _____

38. Riel was convicted of this (Fr.)

75. Emotionally distraught

41. With 111 Down, famed battle

78. Great Escape massacre site

43. Brewery

79. Leg wrappings
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95. Medical station (abbr.)
98. Calisthenics class (abbr.)
99. Lundy's became famous
100. It signifies consent to an offer
(leg.)
102. Body of troops
104. Spooks (abbr.)
105. Operations (abbr.)
106. Big Jim
107. One who rents
109. Boarding or deboarding device
111. Vertical Situation Indicator (abbr.)
112. El cheapo machine gun
114. Needed for untracked vehicle mobility

116. Soon

16. Scouted for Riel's forces

77. Cavalry equipment

118. Feeding place

18. Shells and generals

80. Bad area for battle

122. Anti tank weapon

20. Potato peeling duty (US)

82. Did again

123. Below officer (abbr.)

24. Manitoba time zone (abbr.)

84. Engineers

124. Irish female name

26. Just behind the barrel

88. US decoration (abbr.)

126. They are negatively charged

29. Uses Venturi (abbr.)

91.HowWolfedied

128. Began as a paramilitary force

30. Sonic sounds

93. Upbeat person

130. Early anti tank weapon

31. Weapon against tank (abbr.)

94. Radio handler (abbr.)

132. Various ones tried in Italy

32. Canada's top WWII general

134. First seen at Trinity site, N.M.

34. Seen on the dollar

96. Association for Canadian Studies
(abbr.)

136. Mascot on a badge

36. Wee hours (var.)

137. Means of moving (abbr.)

39. Informal hello

138. Tennis star Chris

40. One who continues a conflict after
surrender

139. His poem became the national
anthem

97. With 54 across, bugle call at a military funeral
99. Comes after Kilo
103. Hand out again

41. Tears a strip off

Down

42. Seen on cars in Ireland

1. Top spot in army (abbr.)

44. Repository for troubles?

2. Take up a weapon

47. Knotted apparel

3. Not civil

50. On time

4. Some are hasty

52. Follow as a result

5. Canadian tank which did not see
combat

53. Make a mistake

6. The paymaster handles these

57. High angle weapon (abbr.)

7. One state that borders Quebec
(abbr.)

58. Called "bombs" in WWI

101. Rigby or Roosevelt
105. Gen. Bradley
108. Join up
110. Decide on plan
111. Famed battle, with 41 across
113. Old Scottish title
115. Radio signals found in it?
117. How one of Santa's lists is headed

55. Weaponry

119. Emergency Response (abbr.)
120. What a good goalie does

64. Environmental Studies Association 121. One who conducts liaison
8. Sonar basis
of Canada (abbr.)
125. Original equipment manufacturer
(abbr.)
9. Town after intense bombardment
67. New type of clerk
127. Compass heading
10. This general matched his name
68. Whole
128. Rocket launcher (abbr.)
11. Tin (abbr.)
70. Summertime in Borden (abbr.)
129. High ranking military exec. asst.
12. Sea-going spooks? (abbr.)
71. High state of anticipation
130. Royal Roads was located there
13. Poem by Kipling
73. Ardent
131. All right
14. VC who became Defence Minister 74. Basic block in the military
133. Medicine delivery system
15. One end to a siege
76. Gen. Brock and namesakes
135. Potassium iodide (abbr.)
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In telling of the sadness in Colonel Stone's
family life, this account - which Shelley
originally wrote for the Military Police Fund
for Blind Children - presents a side of Colonel
Stone perhaps not readily seen by many who
served with him in the military. He was a man
of action who could channel his energies into
alleviating the sorrows of others.

As a young reservist in the Canadian Provost
Corps / learned that the former Provost
Marshal, Colonel James Stone, had instituted
canvassing to aid blind children, impelled by
the plight of his own daughter. Some years
after that I learned that the daughter had died.
It was many years before I learned the full
story, from her older sister Shelley.

PLUMSTS STORY
A FAMILY TRAGEDY BECOMES
A TRIUMPH OF COMPASSION
By Shelley (Stone) Bouska
It has been almost fifty years since the death of my
sister, Moira Stone, whose experiences at the School for
the Blind in Brantford, Ontario, led my father, Jim Stone,
to found the charity which is now known as the Military
Police Fund for Blind Children. Many of those who knew
Moira are now gone, including my mother, Esther Stone.
Fewer and fewer relatives, friends or neighbours are left.
My sister, Victoria, was too young to remember her and my
brother, Michael, was not bom until years after she died.
As the oldest in the family I was the one who heard our
mother tell the stories of Moira and I am the only one with
any memory of her. I hope that by writing this account of
her life I can help the men and women of the Military Police, who have so devotedly raised money to make the lives
of blind children in Canada a little easier, understand what
a very special little person she was.
My sister was born on April 6, 1949, at the Salmon
Arm General Hospital, in Salmon Arm, BC. She was
named Prudence Moira - Prudence for our maternal grandmother and Moira as a nod to my father's half-Irish ancestry. Outside of our circle of family and friends she was
known as Moira but to us she was Plumsy. As I was just
over a year older than her, I have no memories of my early
childhood that do not include her. According to our
mother, no two children were ever better natured, brighter
or more beautiful than we were.
We lived in Salmon Arm, BC, until our father
rejoined the Army to lead 2 PPCLI into action in Korea.

Author Shelley, left, and her sister Plumsy, right,
with their father "Big Jim" Stone
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James and Esther Stone at their wedding in 1946
My mother, who was expecting another baby, decided
to take us to Edmonton to live with our Grandma
Lowther. Plumsy was a toddler by this time. As she
began to walk around, our mother became concerned
because she bumped into things as if she didn't know
they were there. A visit to the doctor led to a diagnosis of retinoblastoma, a genetically linked cancer of
the retina. The treatment at the time was removal of
the eye followed by radiation. Dad returned from Korea and the operation was performed. Our sister, Victoria, was born in Edmonton. We moved to Calgary
after that and then on to Camp Borden in Ontario
when Moira was four. We finally ended up living in
Ottawa on Ruskin Street when Dad was made Provost
Marshal in 1954.
It was in Ottawa that it became obvious that

Plumsy's vision was deteriorating. The cancer had
spread to her other eye and the recommendation from
the doctors was to remove it as well. I heard from my
father how desperate he and my mother were to save
her eye. As a last resort. Dad took her to a specialist
in Toronto to see if anything else could be done. Telling of the experience forty years later, my father described his anguish when, after having taken his little
daughter, who had never been away from her mother,
to spend the night in a motel and spending a day waiting in the hospital, he was berated by the surgeon for
wasting his time and told to take her home and have
the eye out.
With incredible courage my mother and father
faced this latest challenge, determined to make life for
Plumsy as normal as possible. With the help of the
CNIB they taught her to care for herself, to pour her
own milk and eat from a plate. I still have the Mr. and
Mrs. Pig salt and pepper shakers that we used. Plumsy
could tell them apart by feeling Mrs. Pig's hat. My
mother made us clothes with textured fabrics so
Plumsy could enjoy the feel of them. We listened to
records, like Uncle Don ofa the Farm, and had stories
read to us daily. Plumsy was a regular member of the
group of children who played on Ruskin Street. As we
lived at the dead end where there was no traffic it was
safe for us to leave our yard and join in games of hide
and seek. Once Mum said to me that I had to remember that Plumsy's world was dark and that I had to
help her get around but Plumsy said, "No, there's light
but I just can't see through it." She "saw" with her
gentle, questing fingers, running them lightly over
faces or toys, until she learned their shape.
I started grade 1 in September, 1954, at Elmdale School but there were no kindergartens for visually impaired children, like my sister. A wonderful
teacher at Elmdale, Miss Clow, agreed to allow her to
attend the regular class. We were so happy to be able
to walk together to school. I remember that the kindergarten students had to bring a towel to school with
their name inked on it for "nap time" when they lay
down on the floor. Moira's had her name, but also a
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sions. Although we weren't abl

Jim Stone and his first child, the author Shelley, at school. Her innocent conversation shook Dad.
the vacation lodge he helped build at Salmon Arm Dad's first reaction was to be outraged. As he told it, he
just after the Second World War
stormed down to the office of the head of the school,
furious that these children, who already had to deal with their blindness and isolation from their families, were
not even able to have their weekly treat. It was pointed out to him that the staff did what it could but most
teachers were not in a financial position to be able to help. For many of the families of the children, sending
them to Brantford was so costly that they weren't able provide anything else, either. He left some money so
that no one would be without a treat but he also realized that he could do more.
As part of his duties as Provost Marshal, Dad travelled across Canada, visiting army bases. From then
on, whenever he spoke, he ended up telling of his conversation with Plumsy and "passing the hat" for anyone
who wished to contribute to providing a few luxuries for the children at the school. He was so successful that
"tuck money" was available for everyone and two little girls from Saskatchewan were able to go home for
Christmas.
Plumsy was back at the school after our Christmas in Ottawa and in January we were thrilled to hear
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the figure in the coffin wasn't Plumsy.
The three Stone daughters, Shelley left, Plumsy
The rest of the story is better known. Dad continued centre, and Victoria right
his efforts for the school in Brantford. When he was seconded to the Department of Justice, the Provost Corps kept the Blind Fund going with him as its patron. So
much money was available for the school in Brantford that, after building a playground and buying extras for
the school, permission was asked to share it with other schools for the blind across the country. When Dad
was made a Member of the Order of Canada for his establishment of the Military Police Fund for Blind Children, he said that he was more proud of this than any other accomplishment in his long and distinguished career.
Every time I read an account in the paper of how a child has received a computer through the Fund or
hospital equipment has been provided, I think of my sister, Moira, whose loving little heart was the source for
all the good that has been done. I hope that this personal account of her life will be of interest to those who
have been responsible for keeping up the work of love that was begun almost half a century ago.
Editor's note: Anyone who knew Colonel Stone in his prime would understand the success he had fundraising.
When "Big Jim" spoke, people listened; when he held out the hat, people tossed something in!
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LAST POST
Never again call "Comrade"
To the men who were comrades for years
The Old Country Doctor
David Grayson (Ray Stannard Baker)

RAYMOND FREEDRICH ARNDT

THOMAS SHIERLAW BURRY

Died in Afghanistan on August 5, 2006, aged 31
years, Ray was the regiment's first operational
casualty since the Second World War. He was a
member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association and of the 49th
Battalion Pipes & Drums. An obituary follows.

Died in Edmonton December 12, 2003, aged
100 years. Shierlaw served as the regiment's armourer in Italy, including at Ortona. He was a
top rifle marksman, receiving the Governor
General's award for shooting in 1958.

CLIFFORD CHESTER COATES
DAVID BOYER

Died in Edmonton on January 7, 2005, aged 81
years. Clifford was a combat veteran of the regiment in the Second World War. He was a member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Association.

Died in Calgary on December 7, 2006, aged 86
years. David served with the regiment in Italy
and was wounded at Ortona. He also served in
the First Special Service Force. Following the war
he served in The Calg-ary Highlanders, finishing
as Regimental Sergeant Major. He was a champion lightweight boxer in the army.

BUTTON ANDERSON COPP
Died in Edmonton on February 20, 2004, aged
85 years. Dutton served in the Royal Canadian
Navy during the Second World War and afterwards. An avid collector of military items, he
was an early member of the Military Collectors'
Club of Canada. He was a member of The 49th
Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association.

ADDISON JESSE BRAY
Died in Calgary July 19, 2004, aged 85 years.
A.J. served with the regiment in the Second
World War.
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JOHN ALPINE DOUGAN

EMERY WILLIAM FRENCH

Died in Victoria on October 16, 2006, aged 85
years. He served in the regiment during the Second World War and was twice awarded the Military Cross. He was a member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association
and a Past President of the B.C. Branch. An
obituary follows.

Died in Edmonton on December 6, 2004, aged
61 years. Emery was a reservist in the Royal Canadian Army Service Corps in Edmonton, then
joined the Regular Army and went through Officer Candidate Plan training. He spent a full career as a Regular Force infantry officer, serving
in The Queen's Own Rifles of Canada, Princess
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry, and the Canadian Airborne Regiment. He was an Associate
Member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association.

GORDON DE KORVER
Died in Edmonton on August 18, 2005, aged 69
years. He served in the regiment during the
1960s. He was a member of The 49th Battalion,
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association.

DONALD GOWER
JAMES FREDERICK DEVER

Died while vacationing in Kelowna, B.C. on July
27, 2004, aged 84 years. Don was a combat veteran of the Second World War, serving in the
regiment and the PPCLI. He served on the
Spitzbergen expedition, as well as in Italy. He
became a Chartered Accountant after the war.
He was a member of The 49th Battalion, The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association and a supporter of the regimental museum.

The Fortyniner was advised in December 2004 of
his death, no details available.

BERNARD PERCY DEROUIN
Died in San Antonio, Texas on November 23,
2004, aged 82 years. A combat veteran of the
regiment in the Second World War, he was severely wounded in both Italy and Holland.

RUSSEL DONALD DICKSON

ROBERT CHARLES HIDSON

Died at Alberta Beach on May 15, 2004, aged
63 years.

Died in Edmonton on March 5, 2006, aged 81
years. A combat veteran of the regiment in Italy,
including at Ortona, he was wounded on the
Hitler Line. He also served as a company a bugler. Bob was a member of The 49th Battalion,
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association and a
Past President of the Edmonton Branch.

ROY JAMES FOOTE
Died in Edmonton on January 20, 2005, aged
87years. Jim was a combat veteran of the regiment in the Second World War. He was a Member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Association.
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ARNOLD CLYDE POHL

WALTER GERARD HOLMES

Died in Edmonton on January 13, 2005, aged 29
years. Arnold was serving in the Regiment at the
time of his death. An obituary follows.

Died on July 20, 2004, aged 81 years. Wally
served with the regiment in the Second World
War.

TERENCE REGINALD SPENCER

FRANK KOZER

Died in Calgary on June 18, 2004, aged 89
years. Terence was a combat veteran of the regiment in the Second World War, serving as a
field stretcher bearer because of his employment
as a bandsman.

Died in Edmonton on February 19, 2005, aged
76 years. An eminent academic and an avid
photographer, Frank commanded the regimental
cadet corps at Grande Prairie. He was a Member
of the Order of Military Merit. His final military
involvement was serving as Honourary Colonel
of 20 Field Regiment, Royal Canadian Artillery.
He was a frequent contributor to The Fortyniner
and the regimental museum, which he also assisted by translating a sign in German old script.

BERNARD DAVID STANTON
Died in Edmonton on October 29, 2005, aged
78 years. Bernie was the first Commanding Officer of the regiment whose career was entirely in
the first post Second World War militia. He was
a member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association. An obituary follows.

JOHN RICHARD LITTLE
Died in British Columbia on July 11, 2005, aged
83 years. John was a combat veteran of the regiment in the Second World War, who was
wounded and lost both legs in Italy during action along the Ortona Winter Line. He became a
long time volunteer with the War Amputations
of Canada.

ELWYN RAY SPRINGSTEEL
Died in Edmonton on May 17, 2006, aged 89
years. "Mutt" was a combat veteran of the regiment in the Second World War. He was a member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Association, and the previous year had
won the bottle of Scotch awarded the oldest
member present at the annual dinner.

MELVILLE ANTHONY McPHEE
Died in Edmonton on November 30, 2005, aged
83 years. Mel was a combat veteran of the regiment in the Second World War, in which he
was wounded on the Hitler Line. He was a
member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association and a staunch supporter of the regimental museum. An obituary
follows.

EMANUEL STICKEL
Died in Medicine Hat on April 2, 2005, aged 83
years. He served overseas with the regiment in
the Second World War.
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RUSSEL ROY WILLIAMS

JAMES RILEY STONE

Died in Leduc on May 19, 2004, aged 80 years.
Served in the 1st Special Service Force during the
Second World War and subsequently in the
regiment including as Regimental Sergeant Major.

Died in Victoria on November 24, 2005, aged
97 years. "Big Jim" Stone was the last surviving
Commanding Officer of the regiment in the Second World War. He was awarded the Military
Cross at Ortona, and subsequently awarded the
Distinguished Service Order. He went on to an
eminent career in the Korean War and in the
peacetime Regular Army. He received a third
award of the Distinguished Service Order for his
service in Korea, and was later made a Member
of the Order of Canada for his role in founding
the Military Police Fund for Blind Children. He
was founder and Honourary President of the
B.C. Branch of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Association. An obituary
follows.

LESLIE WYNARD OSCAR
WHARTON
Died in Edmonton July 10, 2005, aged 44 years.
Les had served in the regiment for 18 years and
was still serving at the time of his death. He was
a member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association. An obituary follows.

JAMES JUN YUN Yl

FRED STEPCHUK

Died in Edmonton on September 11, 2006, aged
84 years. James served in the Chinese army during the Second World War, and worked for the
British government in Hong Kong. His expertise
as an analyst of political affairs was recognized in
1989 when he was made a Member of the Order
of the British Empire. He was an Associate
Member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association, and a supporter of
the regimental museum.

The Fortyniner was advised in December 2004 of
his death, no details available.

LEONARD JAMES TUPPEN
Died in Calgary on July 20, 2004, aged 95 years.
Len was a combat veteran of the regiment in the
Second World War, in which he was awarded
the Military Medal for an act of bravery at Leonforte, and was wounded on the Hitler Line. He
was a member of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment Association. An obituary
follows.

We Will Remember Them
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LEONARD JAMES TUPPEN, MM
JANUARY 14, 1909 - JULY 20, 2004

Soldier, rest! thy warfare o 'er,
Sleep the sleep that knows not breaking;
Dream of battled fields no more,
Days of danger, nights of waking.
The Lady of the Lake
Sir Walter Scott

Len Tuppen was awarded
the Military Medal for an heroic
act soon after The Loyal Edmonton Regiment landed in Sicily.
On July 20,1943. at Leonforte the unit had taken the lead
in the advance through the town.
Suddenly enemy fire began. One
of the unit's Universal ("Bren
Gun") Carriers, bringing mortar
rounds forward, was hit and set
on fire, killing three. Len managed to extinguish the fire, and
got the crew out in a futile attempt to save them.

With no overhead protection, a Universal (or "Bren Gun") Carrier filled
with mortar rounds was highly vulnerable to overhead fire. L@n extinguished the fire white the rounds were exploding. But he could not save
the crew's iives despite getting them out of the carrier.

^|B|l^m^^^|l|>
In May 1944, by then a Lance Sergeant, he was wounded in the
^^l^i'^^HBj^^L
fighting on the Hitler Line, and sent back to Canada. As a final souve^^^^^^B^^^^HiKiJfflL

nlr @^ his war service, Len was quarantined at Montreal for some time

^Hi^^^^^SJ^^MJil^K^iMK
^l^^il^^lll^lHi^'

^en was horn in England, and came to Canada at age 20, in the
^^ inauspicious year of the Great Crash. Despite the difficulties of the
I Depression, his ambition and talents kept him fed and busier than

^Bi^MBjftlNP^iitfi^^BlSil

most yo11"^ men m that difficult time. Raiding the rails - a common
means of free transport in that era - he was once provided with a week

of free room and board courtesy of the Canadian Pacific Railway Po^B^BWKft^^^BBI^^
^lce' ^e ^h^teered as cook for the week and was actually given
^^^^sJ^Jlllll^^B^
money to go out and buy groceries. He began farm work in the Red
'^BiBmP^^
Deer area. In 1931 he began farming his own homestead, tough work.
His long evenings were often spent reading books and memorizing poetry which he would never forget
and could often recite.
During the regiment's stay in England he ____^.^___^_^^____^_^__________._______

regimental spirit of the gallant gentleman with Len came to the opening of the regimental museum's Orthe white cane in his hand and a Military Medal tona exhibit @" November 8, 2003, despite failing vision.
i. ,
Here with fellow veteran Jack Birmingham on his left he
on his chest,
inspects an exhibit.
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ARNOLD CLYDE POHL
JUNE 11, 1975 - JANUARY 13, 2005
To-day, the road all runners come,
Shoulder-high we bring you home.
And set you at your threshold down.
Townsman of n sti!ler town.
To An Athlete Dying Young
A.E. Housman

the serving regiment in years, and a new generation of soldiers
struggled to learn the grim drill whereby "shoulder-high" they
would bring a comrade home.
Arnold was not quite thirty when he died. He left behind
the feeling that here was a man cheated by health of achieving
his full potential, someone whose determination would have
paid off in his chosen role of soldier. We wish fate could have
given him the chance to reach the personal goals he had clearly
set for himself.
. -,
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LESLIE WYNARD OSCAR WHARTON, CD
DECEMBER 15, I960 - JULY 10, 2005
For I am a man vnder authority, having souldiers vnder me :
and I say to this man, Goe, and he goefh :
And to another, Come, and he commeth :
And to my seruant, Doe this, and he doth it.
Matthew 8:9 - Original King James Version 1611 Edition spelling
T
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the Edmonton Transit Service, but as a soldier he was
for 18 years a member of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Les was dedicated and enthusiastic, projecting
calmness, loyalty, and integrity. He was proud of his
jump wings, and of the red sash that marked him as a
Senior Non-Commissioned Officer of the Infantry,
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As a leader Les cared deeply for his troops and
his peers. He was an excellent trainer of young re"rj
cruits, and enjoyed the task. He had that knack which ' ;
||
helps transform civilians into soldiers - the energy to '^"^Nli
show his troops the fine details, while pushing them to
excel in drill, dress, and weapons handling,
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He was a genial man, often wearing a friendly
smile. But he displayed a strong sense of military tradition. I encountered that once when I dropped in to the
unit recruiting office when Les was in charge. He came ^.'@@ll^tfc'"
|
to attention and snapped out an immaculate salute. I ^'. "ISlftlgfe'ai-. ..' i !

IP^ J
.lIS

I last saw Les just under three months before his
untimely death. It was at a private function he was attending in the mess, with the pipe band playing. We
chatted pleasantly for a while. He made no mention of ill health. Soon afterwards I learned that he had
been having problems for a while, and was deteriorating. His health may have wearied him, and ultimately
it took his life, but never did he allow it to crush his spirit.
Like the Roman Centurion quoted above, Les was a man under authority, with soldiers under him.
He discharged his responsibilities well. He was a good soldier, and a good man.
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BERNARD DAVID STANTON; CD
JUNE 30, 1927 - OCTOBER 29, 2005
But seek the road which makes death a fulfillment.
Dag Hamluarskjold

that conflict, but he soon joined the militia and remained with the regiment until his retirement as Commanding Officer in 1967.
Talking with Bernie soon brought home the deep regard he had for the Second World War veterans.
It sometimes sounded as though he were prouder of having served as Brigadier Bradburn's adjutant than of
having gone on himself to succeed to the position of Commanding Officer. As already mentioned, the es-
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teem in which he held Brigadier Jefferson is reflected in the
monument Bernie promoted.
His tenure as Commanding Officer was marked by the
unit's move from the Prince of Wales Armouries to its own,
appropriately named, Ortona Armoury - the former HMCS
Nonsuch premises in the North Saskatchewan River valley.
It was also during his time as Commanding Officer that
a unique idea was conceived and put into effect - having
regimental members furnish an Old Guard and a New Guard
for the historically inspired "Fort Edmonton" pavilion at
Expo 67 in Montreal.
In retirement Bernie cared deeply about the regiment
preserving its traditions. He was active in promoting the
House of Lords as a factor in regimental life.
Ben-lie's civil career was in insurance, and he rose to
become Senior Vice President International with Reed Stenhouse Limited, a post he held until his retirement.

Old Guard and New Guard soldiers from the regiment had 1867
and 1967 uniforms and rifles at Fort Edmonton on the Expo 67
site in a novel project inaugurated by Bernie.
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JAMES RILEY STONE
CM, DSO, MC, CD
AUGUST 2, 1908 - NOVEMBER 24, 2005
You must get men of a spirit: and take it not ill
what I say, - as I know you will not, - of a spirit
that is likelv to go on as far as a gentleman will
go : - or else you will be beaten still.
Oliver Cromwell, 1642

Private Stone, 1939, the 31 year old recruit

I
"Big Jim" Stone - his familiar nickname com| ing from his 6 foot 2 inch height - was one of Canit ada's great soldiers.
j
He was born in England. At age 19 he emi| grated to Canada on his own to take up homestead| ing in the Peace River country. Over the next 12
y years he also worked in forestry and ranching. But
I for bad luck in a poker game in Vancouver he would
have travelled on to Australia.
Instead, he was still in Canada at the start of
the Second World W^ar. He rode out of the bush 30
miles on horseback to enlist in Grande Prairie. He
joined The Edmonton Regiment in the rank of Private. Stone was 31 years old at the time. His only
prior military experience was in his school cadet
j corps in England. Yet he took naturally to soldiering.
I He was a Lance Corporal when the unit departed for
Britain in late 1939. By July 1st, 1941, he was a
Warrant Officer Second Class as an escort in the
colour party at the presentation of new colours to
the regiment by King George VI.
He was commissioned in March 1942. By the
Battle of Ortona in December 1943 he was a Major
commanding a rifle company. During that desperate
Christmas week fight his bravery gained him the
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Military Cross by a single handed attack against a German machine gun crew supporting an anti-tank gun. The next year he
earned the Distinguished Service Order for his actions as second in command of the battalion in getting anti-tank guns
moved forward at San Fortunate. In October 1944, just over
five years after he had enlisted as a Private, Stone was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel and given command of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment. He went on to earn a second award of the
Distinguished Service Order for his leadership as Commanding
Officer in battle in both Italy and Holland. During the war he
was twice Mentioned-in-Despatches.
At the end of the war in Europe Stone volunteered for the
force Canada was building to send to the Pacific. He was given
command of the 3rd Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
being raised for that conflict. Japan's surrender led to the force
never leaving Canada.
Lt-Col Stone, 1945, bids farewell to the
regiment in Holland
Stone returned to civilian life, and
settled in Salmon Arm, British Columbia. There he and wartime friend Syd
Thompson from The Seaforth Highlanders of Canada set up vacation lodge
business. He also joined the militia and
took command of The Rocky Mountain
Rangers He attended the famous 1950
Exercise Sweetbriar, a joint CanadaU.S. test of arctic warfare.
With the outbreak of the Korean
War in 1950, Stone accepted an invitation to return to active service in com-

In a brief civilian venture following the Second World War, Stone
helped hand build a vacation resort in Salmon Arm, B.C.

mand of 2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry. They were the first Canadian troops to
arrive in Korea, echoing the earlier experience of that regiment to be the first Canadian combat unit to
fight in the First World War.
On the Patricia's arrival in Korea the hard pressed American army wished to rush them into the
front line. Stone, already battle wizened, refused, invoking his mandate from the Canadian government to
decline to commit the unit to combat until he felt the troops were ready. Stone always remained proud of
this stand, maintaining that it had saved the lives of inexperienced solders. Holding fast against the wishes
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of higher authority faced with a collapsing front demonstrated moral courage of the highest order.
Yet Stone and his soldiers repaid their American comrades handsomely, in April 1951 on the
windswept ridges above the Kapyong river valley. In
that battle one of the lead companies requested permission to withdraw. Stone refused and told them to
stand. The Company Commander then asked for artillery fire on his position. Stone immediately complied. For their steadfastness in the Battle of Kapyong
the battalion gained a U.S. Presidential Unit Citation, the first and until recently the only Canadian
unit so honoured.
Stone's leadership of the Patricia's in Korea, including at Kapyong, gained him a third award of the
Distinguished Service Order.
Stone returned with 2 PPCLI to Victoria in

1953. He then commanded the Canadian contingent to the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II.
During his time with the PPCLI Stone qualified as a paratrooper. Upon leaving the regiment he
was posted to the Royal Canadian School of Infantry
in Camp Borden as Chief Instructor.
In 1954 he was promoted to Colonel and appointed Provost Marshal of the Canadian Army. In
this capacity he was also Corps Director of the Canadian Provost Corps, the army's military police.
Stone is highly regarded by former Provosts for his
efforts in supporting their activities.
Stone ended his army career on secondment
to the Department of Justice, and after retirement
from the army served as Deputy Commissioner of
Penitentiaries. On retirement he moved to Victoria, where he lived until his death.
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strating the compassionate side of the man. Stone had married in

visit to his daughter Stone was upset to learn that some of her friends
had no money to return to their homes at Christmas, nor even for
treats at the school tuck shop. Stone upbraided the school staff, but
^ll^^^HH^BI accepted their explanation of the financial realities involved. In his

Colonel Stone at his last regimental picnic, 1991

death in infancy of his first born son, also named James,

"still enjoymgTco'n^aTale Colonel Stone wit^
Still enjoying a convivial ale, Colonel Stone with
His wife Esther also predeceased him. His three other chil- granddaughter Rachel,
2003
granddaughter
Rachel, 2003
dren, Shelley, Victoria Patricia, and Michael, survive him.
Stone was hardly a grim, single minded war enthusiast. He was fond of partying. He loved singing,
and in the Second World War helped co-author several songs in the Loyal Eddies. During the Korean
War his soldiers incorporated him into the title and chorus of their rollicking ballad, Big Jim Stone's
Patricia's. As he had a love of poetry and could quote it by the bucket, it is appropriate to close with a few
lines from one of his favourite poets, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. In The Sfeeleton In Armour the shade
of a Viking warrior concludes his recitation of an adventurous life with a description of his ascent to the
stars:
'There from the flowing bowl
Deep drinks the warrior's sold,
Skoal! to the Northland! skoal!'
- Thus the tale ended.
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MELVILLE ANTHONY McPHEE
JULY 7, 1922 - NOVEMBER 30, 2005
My Sword, / give to him that shall succeed me in my Pilgrimage, and my Courage
and Skill to him that can get it. My Marks and Scarrs / carry with me, to be a witness for me that I have fought his Battels wlw now will be mv Rewarder.
The Pilgrim's Progress
John Bunyon - original spelling

^^i^^^^^^^^S^I^^^^^^^^^

S88

Mel McPhee died at age 83 after a short b
with cancerMel's Second World War service included
front line rifleman with the regiment at Ortona. He
''.@,
unvarnished accounts of the battle. Yet he could retain a sense
@^ humour. Once, standing beside him while we we
at the Ortona mural on the armouries wall depicting
trymen running down a street. I said jokingly that I'
8^ on ^ "sht was Mel. Came his good humoured res
"Well, I think that's a bit of what you call artistic licenc
"^"^er S011"^ down some streets like that. But let me te
my back was P^^ P^^ damed hard ^amst that walL"
I
I

The next year Me! was wounded by artillery
fighting on the Hitler Line. Later he returned to duty with the

^e^ stated bluntly that for years after the war he tried to
^OTget lt' When he could not, he began putting his mem
@00^ use m ^ucating new generations. He was valued
speaker for groups of children at schools and on tours a
museum. Occasionally asked whether he had killed any
in battle, his invariable reply was to say simply, "That's

@JM@JILmTmm@rrlUUIIUr@l|i@i@iiiiiiWIMI|llllMl^aKWiEISS^^^S^MSg@M^att-I@TOIMasM@

tW^Clll IlIC BlIG 3Tl.y 'L^OCS.

His funeral was well attended, with serving soldiers from the unit including an Honour Party and a
piper, many veterans ..and former members, and some old friends from his beloved home town of Wayne,
Alberta.
Indeed, to know Mel was to learn the history of Wayne, which of course most of his listeners had
.never heard of before. He played that up in titling a video he made, "Where the Hell is Wayne, Alberta?"
He had a great interest in local history. He never distorted nor exaggerated, never made up stories. He had
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a knack for looking at the commonplace in life
and not only finding it interesting himself but
conveying it to others in an interesting way.
Mel was a man who made friends readily,
and was well regarded amongst our regimental
association and at the museum. Some of the
serving soldiers in the militia got to know him
in recent years, and valued their friendship.
Mel was cherished at the regimental museum, where he was a steady volunteer in
helping to process our collection. He had a
useful gift for improvisation. On one occasion
a professional museum staff member from the
Canadian War Museum looked at some custom made storage boxes Mel had devised,
smacked her forehead, and exclaimed, "Why
didn't I think of that?"
Mel had a liking for boxing. He displayed
a good memory of fights over the years, and
regularly watched bouts on television. He was
also able to attend a number of professional
and amateur cards locally. One high spot for
him was meeting a young fighter named
McPhee. On going up to chat with the boxer after the match
Mel was delighted to discover that the man's grandfather had
been the Clan McPhee chieftain for Alberta.
Mel's enthusiasms extended to music, and he had a great
fondness for the Sons of the Pioneers. Their music was heard at
his memorial service.
Mel's lasting legacy includes a unique artistic achievement. In Alberta there is a roadside sign of a farm girl with hoe
standing alongside a large pumpkin. This indicates a nearby
farmers' market. Mel designed the sign back when he was manager of the signs shop for the provincial highways department,
and it remains in use. It recalls Mel to memory whenever one is
driving about the countryside.
One of the Regimental Association's annual academic
bursaries has been named after Mel. His wife Eva has insisted
on contributing funds to it. She also requested that memorial
donations for Mel be directed to the regimental museum.
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Mel designed the girl with hoe and pumpkin farmers' market sign used in Alberta.
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RAYMOND FRIEDRICH ARNDT
NOVEMBER 20, 1974 - AUGUST 5, 2006
NOT needs he any hearse to bear him hence,
Who goes to join the men of Agincourt.

The news hit brutally on a Saturday morning. All of us back in
Canada had known casualties were likely in the Afghanistan operation.
Yet it came as a stunning blow to learn that earlier in the day Ray
Arndt had become the first soldier from The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
to die on operational duty since the final days of the Second World
Ray died just before noon local time on Saturday, August 5, when
his lightly armoured "G Wagon" was hit by a civilian truck on a road
35 kilometres southeast of Kandahar. In Afghanistan the operational
situation forces military convoys to travel at high speed in order to

avoid attack. Whether the truck
which swung out did so deliberately to hit Ray's vehicle will
probably never be known.
Ray was 32 years old and
had served in the regiment since
1999. He was an involved person who threw himself energetically into whatever he undertook. Indeed, his determination
was displayed just in getting into
the military, for he had to convince the medical authorities
that a foot defect would not be
an obstacle preventing him from

Ray's comrades carry him to a waiting aircraft at Kandahar for his
return home.
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doing infantry work. His determination to overcome that
obstacle to enlistment was moulded early in life. His father
^ 11
|||
Walter has said that Ray had to learn to walk three times 11!
j
first as a toddler, then twice again after operations on his
J 11
foot when he needed to learn to walk all over again.
., || H
| |g
Ray participated enthusiastically in the life of the regiH
,
ment. The writer's first memory of Ray, in fact, is seeing
j
|
him taking tickets at a regimental association meeting. Later
@@|
j|||
j||
he took over as association treasurer in the full knowledge
Q ^l1
i || j ^
that there was a considerable backlog of undone work to at- 11
@B BS| |{|1
! || |||
He helped out at the pipe band's earliest fundraising efforts, then joined the band as a novice drummer and quickly '| |
brought himself up to performance calibre. He drove other
novices to keep up with him. When you see the 49th Battalion Pipes & Drums in action, you are looking at part of Ray's
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Ray's popularity brought out a goodly number of regi''^f '. .. ;
mental members to help celebrate his wedding to Darcia. He
originally met her at a regimental function, and it was love
at first sight on his part. In best military fashion, he proceeded to out-manoeuvre a rival to win her over. He loved her deeply.
Ray was fond of work. Not only was he not afraid to get his hands dirty and put in solid day's effort,
he loved doing it. He believed that a cold beer tasted just that much better if you had just finished a job
before cracking it. Ray could display a good temper. He had about as long a fuse as anybody else, but
when it was done, there were fireworks. Darcia used to call that side of him Rayosaunis Rex. The boys in
the unit called it Old Man Rage. They also knew it by the veins that used to stick out on his forehead.
One of his buddies in Afghanistan said that Ray had two feet of the same size when he was born, but wore
one of them down because he was always kicking stuff when he was mad.
But there was a genial side to Ray. He loved his friends and he loved to have a good time. His idea
of the perfect day was gathering his friends and family in a place with cold beer, a barbeque, and steaks on
the grill. And he loved to have a bonfire - and not just any bonfire, but a ranger fire you could see from
three miles out. He loved to invite friends over to his house for dinner and conversation. He loved to
laugh.
Ray deeply loved his family. His sisters Amanda, Juanita, and Patricia were a big part of his life.
And if you knew Ray, you knew his father Walter, a man Ray admired above all others. Walter was a titan to Ray. Every single thing Ray did in his life he measured against the yardstick of his father's example.
Ray was a volunteer who chose willingly to do a soldier's job, and paid what too often is a soldier's
price. In the poetical quotation beginning this memory of Ray, a First World War combat veteran invoked the memory of one of England's historic battles. Ray met the men of Agincourt along a dusty road
in Afghanistan.
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JOHN ALPINE DOUGAN, MC
APRIL 7, 1921 - OCTOBER 16, 2006
Terrible lie rode alone,
With Ills Yemen sword for aid:
Ornament it carried none,
But the notches on. the blade.
The Death Feud
An Arab War-Song
Tail's Edinburgh Magazine - July 1850 - Anonymous Translation
John Dougan, an amiable and cultivated man,
would likely have decried - vigorously but genially any comparison to the grim warrior depicted in the
above scrap of poetry.
John had spent a career as a diplomat. His passion in life was for fishing. A historian by academic
training, he had been chosen for the great honour of a
Rhodes Scholarship.
But then, there is the matter of the Military
Cross and Bar John wore on his regimental blazer
with his campaign stars and medals.
For John had interrupted his academic pursuits
to take part in the death feud between a German
Reich which dominated Europe, and the great alliance which put an end to that ugly hegemony.
The measure of John appears in the citation for
his first award of the Military Cross, at Hill 736 in
Sicily, where he was wounded but carried on;
He could hold a revolver
only by gripping it with
both hands. Under intense
pain he !ed his platoon
across 300 yards of open
ground under heavy fire.
This is the type of situation in which no one
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had been diagnosed with diabe- , , ,,
,, _,,.
,,
,
@
John addresses the 2002 meeting of the B.C. Branch, of which he was a
tes. John sought me out after- pgg^ president.
wards to reassure me, saying
that he had been suffering the same malady for over twenty years, and that it was possible to live a full
and active life despite the ailment. A year later I had occasion to phone John to check some point of regimental history in the Italian campaign. He finished by asking after my health, and repeating his assurance
that I need not be unduly hobbled by my affliction. Here was a man who was concerned for people.
It remains to be said that John was originally from Lethbridge and completed High School in Claresholm, following which he was awarded an LO.D.E. Fellowship and attended the University of Alberta
where he received a Bachelor of Arts degree. After the war he studied Modern History at Oxford University as a Rhodes Scholar, and was made a Master of Arts.
In an era when many confuse military qualities with an obsession for exaggerated personal tough. ness and a brutal mentality, it is good to remember that Canada once had a soldier like John Dougan.
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The poem Sergeant Major Money by Robert
Graves appears with the kind permission of the
copyright holder, Carcanet Press in Machester,
England

THE
JL JOLJL'WARRIOR
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Prior to the First World War the British Empire armies consisted of small regular forces and larger but still comparatively minor reserve structures. The massive mobilisation at the start of the conflict posed severe strains for the
available experienced manpower called on to train and lead the new drafts.
Graves's poem depicts a battalion in which one company is left to an old Regular Force Sergeant Major, w'ho applies his pre-war techniques of leadership with disastrous results.
Graves was a wartime officer in a battalion of the Royal Welch Fusiliers, and was seriously wounded in 1916 in
the Battle of the Somme. Graves was one of the combat officer poets, along with Wilfred Ow'en and Siegfried Sassoon,
both of whom he knew, whose work still depicts the stark reality of the First World War experience. Ajter the w'ar he
developed into one of Britain's major literary figures. His 1929 memoirs Goodbye to All That contained a frank account of his wartime experiences, and cost him the friendship of Sassoon, whose mutilated copy of the book is in the
Royal Welch Fusiliers museum.

Sergeant Major Money
It wasn't our battalion, but we lay alongside it,
So the story is as true as the telling is frank.
They hadn't one Line-officer left, after Arras,
Except a batty major and the Colonel, who drank.
*B' Company Commander was fresh from the Depot,
An expert on gas drill, otherwise a dud;
So Sergeant-Major Money carried on, as instructed,
And that's where the swaddles began to sweat blood.
His Old Army humour was so well-spiced and hearty
That one poor sod shot himself, and one lost his wits;
But discipline's maintained, and back in rest-billets
The Colonel congratulates *B' company on their kits.

"Swaddles"
is
"SwaQfc//es"/s
British army
slang
forfor
private
slang
private
soldiers.
soldiers.

The subalterns went easy, as was only natural
With a terror like Money driving the machine,
Till finally two Welshmen, butties from the Rhondda,
"Butties"
is Welsh
"Butties"
is Welsh
Bayoneted their bugbear in a field-canteen.
^"S forslang
buddies.
for buddies.
The Rhondda
Well, we couldn't blame the officers, they relied on Money; '/a//e^
Valleywas,
was then a
1.1 i @
jmajor
major
coalcoal
mining
mining
We couldn t blame the pitboys, their courage was grand; g^g
where
thethe
area,
where
Or, least of all, blame Money, an old stiff surviving
twotwo
soldiers
who
soldiers
who
In a New (bloody) Army he couldn't understand,
killedkilled
Money
Money
had had
worked in the pit.
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Second World War unit veteran Bob Hidson preserved a copy of this poem, which gives an idea of the esteem
the men who served under Colonel Stone held for their old commander. We tlwnk Bob's son Bob Hidson, a Regimental Association member, for bringing the poem in as part of a donation to his father's effects to the Museum.

1 was known far and wide, for his smile and his stride,
He could walk and out smile the devil,
A soldier was he, it was plain to see,
Balanced and right on the level.
Sicily proved, a strategic move,
For TOG JIM' to make his debut,
There was Johnson and Pybus, Pratley and Boyd,
Just to mention a few.
The years have lessened the sorrow and strife,
Those sad days of strife, I've out grown,
Thanks to THE SMILE' you could see a mile,
That 'GREAT BIG SMILE' of JIM STONE.
The 49th struggled up the BOOT,
But not entirely alone;
For out of the gloom, that seemed like a tomb,
Was that 'SMILE' of 'BIG JIM STONE'.

lig.

His courage was 'catching' many have said,
Some would say that he knew no fear,
When from a 'RECCY', one would return,
It was good to know, 'BIG JIM' was near.
So this small 'TRIBUTE' I humbly pay,
I am certain, that I am not alone,
To that 'SMILE' you could see a mile,

'THAT SMILE of BIG JIM STONE".
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THE REGIMENTAL FAMILY
THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
Colonel-in-Chief- The Right Honourable the Countess Mountbatten of Burma, CBE, CD, JP. DL
(relinquished appointment in 2007)
Honourary Colonel - S.A. Mactaggart, OC, AOE
Honourary Lieutenant Colonel - D.M. Erker (assumed appointment in 2006)
Commanding Officer - Lieutenant Colonel H. Brink, CD (assumed appointment in 2006)

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT BAND
Director of Music - Captain M. Chute, CD
AFFILIATED CADET CORPS
1712RCACCEdson
1809 RCACC Edmonton
2638 RCACC Hinlon
2645 RCACC Vermilion
2685 RCACC Whitehorse
(designated as The Yukon Regiment)
2748 RCACC Fort Smith
2850 RCACC Grande Prairie
2890 RCACC Slave Lake

THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL
EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
Edmonton Branch
President - Warrant Officer Bruce Zawalsky, CD
B.C. Branch
President - Major D. Rogers, CD

THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
MUSEUM FOUNDATION
President - Lieutenant Colonel L.E. Ahlstrom. CStJ, CD. QC

ALLIED REGIMENT THE DUKE OF LANCASTER'S REGIMENT
(KING'S, LANCASHIRE AND BORDER)
Locations shown are home stations, not operational
deployments.
Regimental Headquarters - Preston. England
1st Battalion - Osnabruck, Germany
2nd Battalion - North Yorkshire, England
4th Battalion - Preston. England
AFFILIATED REGIMENT PRINCESS PATRICIA'S CANADIAN
LIGHT INFANTRY
Locations shown are home stations, not operational
deployments.
Regimental Headquarters - Edmonton, Alberta
1st Battalion - Edmonton, Alberta
2nd Battalion - Shilo, Manitoba
3rd Battalion - Edmonton. Alberta

THE 49TH BATTALION
PIPES AND DRUMS
Serving members of the unit operating as a Highland pipe
band under the auspices of The Black Hackle Foundation
to preserve the tradition of the historical pipe bands of the
regiment.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS
Ail advisory committee of all former commanding officers
of the unit. Membership in The Edmonton Regiment Associates is presently restricted in practice to former commanding officers and thus functions as a corporate embodiment of the House of Lords.
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